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Introduction
Shortly you will have to start thinking
about flights. As your start date draws
closer, so will the prices of flights
increase. Smart shopping for flights can
knock up to 50% off your flight cost.

DIRECT?
Don't go direct. If you think that the
shortest direct flights are the
cheapest - you'd be wrong! Taking a
little bit of an alternative route is
almost always best and cheapest
unless you are lucky and chance
upon a sale;
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TIMING
Book early, but not too early.
Research shows that booking 80
days before your travel is the sweet
spot for getting cheap flights. So try
to book sometime around here, and
you may get the best deals;
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TRAVEL DATES
Remember to check your arrival and
departure dates when booking. Our
participants arrive on the 1st of each month
and depart on the 28th of the month.
If you require to stay longer at either the
front end or back end of your program, then
you do need to pay a small nightly stipend
to cover your additional board and meals

Need additional nights
in South Africa?

Book now

IGNORE ADDONS
When booking, ignore the 'add-ons'
offerings. Your travel insurance will already
cover you, and the likelihood of getting
'horrible seating neighbours' is equally likely
no matter where you sit on the plane.

AGGREGRATORS
Use a flight aggregator platform. These are
platforms established to find you the most
suitable flights based on your requirements
- times, prices, flexibility etc. The best of
these is 'Travelstart'. I am in love with this
site. It is a South African company, but has a
user-friendly interface and finds you the
best deals on offer. The arrival and
departure airports you are looking for are
George airport for Mossel Bay and King
Shaka airport

Travelstart

SEND DETAILS
It is really important for both yours and our
sanity that we know where and when you
are arriving in South Africa.
When you have taken the leap and booked
your flight or travel tickets.. take a couple of
minutes and send these details to us. Simply
hit the below link and submit the form.
Then you can be assurred we will be ready
and waiting for you at your chosen pick up
spot.
Submit your
flight details

